ADIF INTERNATIONAL: EXPERTISE AND RELIABILITY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RAILWAYS
WHY RAILWAYS?

- Transport infrastructures are critical in our world: they provide the essential leverage for social and economic development.

- Countries need solutions for their logistic and mobility needs, for both medium and long-haul transport of passengers and goods, thus providing an answer to road and air traffic congestion.

- Transport is the main cause of pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. Current transport models, mainly air and road, are not sustainable in the medium-long term: railways are responsible for less than 2% of CO2 emissions coming from the transport sector.
RAILWAYS (LONG, MEDIUM AND SHORT-HAUL SERVICES) ARE A CLEANER, SAFER, FASTER, MORE RELIABLE AND EFFICIENT SOLUTION
WHY ADIF?

- The Spanish Rail Infrastructure Manager, Adif, is responsible for a 15,000 km-long network, both High Speed and conventional: we manage almost 2,000 stations and around 8,000 trains per day.

- Our company has the most advanced know-how in areas such as construction of new lines, enhancement of existing lines, maintenance policies, management, etc...
Adif works with the most competitive cluster of railway companies in the world, top Spanish firms, leaders in railway technologies and construction. Adif and many others have references throughout the world: High Speed in Saudi Arabia, Turkey, India, Egypt and the UK, projects in the US, México, Panama etc....
Adif is a public company attached to the Ministry of Transportation, with a vast accumulated knowledge in railways. We are experts and leaders in High Speed, with the second largest network in the world.

We are in charge of the design, construction and maintenance of the network, as well as traffic management. We have proved our skills in all areas of railways than can be of use to other infrastructure managers.
WHY NOW?

Because **it is necessary to respond to environmental problems** caused by the existing transport system, and this answer can not be delayed.

Because **international bodies** such as EIB, IDB, EU, the World Bank ... consider railways as a top priority and they are working on development and funding schemes.
Because over the last years, Spain invested heavily in improving conventional railways and developing new high speed lines, enabling our companies to build up a first-level experience in all the project facets, both in infrastructure design and construction and in rolling stock.

Because as a result of this commitment, Adif has a vast suppliers portfolio and we can deliver the best performance at the best prices for customers.
Because **high-quality infrastructures will foster economic and social progress** through productivity gains (higher speed, shorter traveling time, greater freight capacity...)

¿WHAT DOES ADIF INTERNATIONAL OFFER?

/ ADIF is part of a world-leading railway sector. Exporters of technology
Spain has the greatest cluster of railway companies, ready to meet the needs of a rail project.

/ Global scope
Adif has a wide international experience. It has enabled us to successfully manage complex projects abroad, with the highest guarantee of success.
Tailor-made solutions
Whatever the client requires, Adif International offers fully adapted solutions and competitive prices.

World-class level professionals
Our high speed and conventional network specialists have wide experience in all the phases of the project, from planning and construction to maintenance and operation.
ADIF INTERNATIONAL
CATALOGUE OF SERVICES

- Technical advice during the construction phase
- Global Assistance: Processes development and start-up; Preparation of technical documentation & protocols for action, quality systems...
- Rail operation assistance
- Training
- Interim Management
- Capacity Building (Legal framework, institutional and regulatory development)
- Technology transfer
- Financing systems
- Asset Management: (stations, land, optic fibre...)
- Interim Management
CONTACT

Adif International
Sor Ángela de la Cruz, 3
28020, Madrid, España
+34 917 744 402
adifinternational@adif.es
international.adif.es